The PBS Professional Bartender's Program has been established for more than 30 years within
different parts of the country. The Program has primarily been designed to get people there first
bartending job. For others, the chance to learn more about running or operating their own bar.
The first part of the program is an orientation on what the job is about with details on how to do the job right.
We go over what employers what they are looking for when hire someone; Sometimes just out of a Strong
Bartender Certification Program so they can mold & train that person in their own style of doing things.
Because to hire someone with a lot of experience on a slow shift, may not be a good idea. The Experience
Bartender may not be not satisfied with a slow environment, not making much money, making it perfect for a
novice bartender to gain experience; like an internship.
We teach proper bar etiquette to our students “future bartenders” to understand the full scope & importance
of Good Customer Service. That means knowing how to deal with customers, taking drink orders and building
drinks properly so the drinks don't get returned to get thrown away. Its all about Liquor Cost & Profit.
Drink preparation, drink building and pouring are the biggest part of the program teaching you the skills of
Free Pouring Accurately and using measuring equipment such as the jigger other bar tools. Understanding the
different glassware with some required home study, you can advance & learn more on your own time and
even practice at home with some basic bottle pourers, researching products & alcohols definitions with our
Bartending Tutorial That’s Included.
During the entire program the emphasis is all about preparing you to interview smartly, speaking wisely with
Hiring Managers, saying the right things to gain your best chance to get that bartending job! With Along with
a reference from us and myself having taught hiring secrets for so long.
Our student base is primarily made up of novice bartenders that are people who have not yet bartended,
along with people who are getting back into the lucrative job.
Some people want to change bartending jobs who are already bartending & want to learn the traditional
drinks that many do not know.
Thank you for reading or listening and I hope to see you in a future class sometime soon!
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